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RESUMEN: La variaci611restringida de los enriquecimientos isot6picosy amplia de los enriquecimientos
de elementostrams observadosen la ZVC puedeser satisfactoriamente explicada por
la contaminaci6n cortical
de un magma basatico empobrecido conla simultiinea occurencia de cristalizaci6n fraccional
y recarga
m a p h t i c a . El aumento exponencial en
la concentraci6nde elementos incompatibles en
el liquido durantela
crystalizaci6n fraccionaleevita que la composici6n isot6pica tenga mayores cambios. Todos estos
enriquecimientos puedenser explicados cons610 un 15%de contribuci6n corticalal sistema magdtico, sin
necesidad de invocar una fuente de mant0 enriquecido.
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INTRODUCTION

Miocene to Recent subduction-related volcanic rocks
of the Central Volcanic Zone
( C a ) of theAndes mur
in a region of exceptionally (ca70 km) thick continental crust.In cornparison with Andeanarc volcanics
have: extremely high abundances of incompatible
from ares of thinner(<40km)crust the CVZ lavas
elements; enriched isotope ratios (e.g.
87Sr/86S~0.7055,ENd c -2); and generally more evolved bulk
compositions (basaltic andesiteto rhyolite, with minor shoshonitesin the eastern partof the arc). The
to the
genesis of these rocksand, especially,how they acquiredtheir enriched chemical character is central
following questions:

(
I
)1s there widespread enrichment
of the mantle beneath the Central Andes?
(II) What isthe balance in the Central Andes between
crustal growth by addition of magma from
the mantle
and crustal recycling by intracrustal contamination of mantlederived magmas?

Proposed explanationsfor the CVZ lava enrichments include:
(1) involvementof the magmas withenriched
lithospheric mantle (Rogers
Br Hawkesworth, 1989); (2) enrichmentof the mantle source with subducted
crustal material (Stem,1991); and (3) inmcrustal contamination of f m e r l y depleted magmasWomer et
al., 1992). The frst two explanations imply widespread mantle enrichment under the CVZ
but the third
requires no enriched source. The explanations
dso imply crustal growth which is: almost equal
to
(explanation 1); a little less than (explanation 2); or substantially lessthan (explanation 3) the mass of
young CVZ igneous rocks.
In this contribution we use new techniques for quantitative geochemical modelling tothetest
ability of
intracrustal contaminationto produce the enrichments observed in the CVZ magmas.
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CAN INTMACMWSTAL CONTAMINATION EXPLAIN THEENRICHMENTS?

Although U m e is ample evidence that
some intracrustal contaminationh a affected theCVZ lavas, previous
mcdeiels have failed to account adequately the
forobserved enrichmcnts.
quantitative crustal contamination
Simple bulk mixing calculations produce conflicting results for different elementsthe
and
combiwd pracess
of assimilation wilh fractional crystallization(AFC; DePaolo.1981) has been rejected by workers suchas
Feeley h Davidson (1992), even although
the CVZ rw% are bighly fractionalal, because of the generallaek
of correlation between isotopic
ratios (which change with contamination) and element abundances or ratios
(which change mainly by
crystal fractionation). Apart from one or two exceptional centres(e.g. Ollague)
with clear chemical evidence for the
opration of upper crustal AFC processes, the vast majority
of CVZ
centres have an extremely small range of isotopic compositionswupled with an enormousrange of enriched
trace element abundances.
New techniaues
The new techniques of Aitcheson 61 Forrat (1993) allow isotopic data from real rocksto be inverted by
to give independentestimates of the relative rates of
means of simple equations which are solved
assimilation, fractional crystallization and magma recharge. These equations
also explicitly quantifythe
crustal component and its dependence on the rate
of venting or eruption. The existence of a solutionmeans
that ail of the isotopic
data from the sample k i n g studied can l
xreconciled by a Recharge-AssimilationFractionation-Tapping("IUWT") process. Having obtained this information, and given
rasonable
endmember concentrations andbuk distribution coefficients,it is possible to predict the concentrationsof
any other elements inthe liquid (sample) and thusto test (by cornparison withthe observed sample
composition) whetherthe isotope data and estimatesof relative rates of assimilation, fractional
crystallization, etc. arealso consistent withthe tram element data.

Anplication to the CVZ
We used these new techniques to test the abiiity ofcrustal contaminationofa typical depleted arcba$alt to
produce the isotopic and
trace element enrichments observed in
the northem part of the CVZ. We used a
depleted parental magma composition similar
to that at Okmok in the Aleutian arc (Nye & Reid, 1986) with
Q\ad =+8.5and 87Sr/86Sr=0.7033. We estimated the contaminant composition from
Our analyses of
basement rocks and crustal xenoliths fiom the northem Altiplano of Bolivia and @hile and allowed this
composition to vary within rasonable limits to reflectcrustal heterogeneity. Bulk distribution coefficients
were basedon various proportions of the minerals olivine, orthopyroxene, elinopyroxene, amphibole and
gamet in the fractionating assemblage, plus published distribution coefficients for the different elements in
these minerals with respectto basaltic melts. Note that Sr will behave incompatibly
s i n e in general there is
no evidencc for plagioclase removal
from the liquids.

Results.
For every sample we have investigated
so far it has been possible to reconcileal1 of the isotopic data by the
EaAFp process, although the relative rates
of assimilation, fractionation and recharge obtained
vaq slightly
Ma:Mc:Mr

Crustfmagma

Max. Min.
VOLCAN PARINACOTA (lSoS)
Side crater eruption
@A*)
0.17: 1 :O25
Side mter eruption (BA)
0.15: 1 :0.15
UJ "Healing flow", old crater (BA)
0.15: 1:0.15
5 (Cone collapse, sealing, mw cone buifdup)
Andesite from
cone
old
0.22: 1 :0.40

0.20
0.15
0.15
0.16

0.16
0.14

0.24

0.18

GEFEWIZm LEAST-ENRICm NORTH CVZ COMFQSlTION
N. CVZ "baseline"
compositions
0.15:
1 :O.&
0.17

0.12

T

a

c

Tablel: Examples of results of RAFT calculations for samples from the northem
CVZ. Ga:Mc:Mr are the
relative ratesof assimilation, fractional crystallimlion and magma recharge.
The crust/primitivemagma mass
ratio is thatfor the whole system.The maximum value correspondsto no venting priorto sample formation,
ate of recharge.BA is
while the minimum value is thatat maximum venting rate, here assumed to equal rthe
basaltic andesite, * is sample PAR-11 (see Fig.1).
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from sampleto sample. Table 1 illustrates some of these results for samples from
singleacentre (Parinacola.
18"S, N. Chile) and for a generalized least-enriched "baseline" composition for centres
dong the volcanic
front in the northern CVZ. When
these results are usedto predict the trace element patterns
of the samples
we find that thereis excellent agreement between the calculated and observed patterns, demonstmting that
RAFT can also explain the trace element enrichment patterns
in the CVZ (e.g. Fig.1). Ingeneral eventhe
be achieved withas litile as 15%crust in the system.The RAFT equations
most extreme enrichments can
may also be used to compute how much liquid remained in the system
at the time of sample formation.
than 10%of the
These calculations indicate that, gened,
in
at the time of eruptionof the CVZ samples less
systems werestill liquid; >90% of the system had already crystallizedas cumulates which presumably
remained hiddenin the lowercrust.
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Figure 1: Chondrite-normalized spider diagram illustrating the calculated composition
of sample PAR-11,
the youngest basaltic andesite erupted
at Parinacota, which was computed using
the RAFT equations with the
end member compositionss h o w in the figure, the results in Table1, and assuming a fractionating
assemblageof 9%olivine, 63% clinopyroxene, 7% orthopyroxene, 18%amphibole and3% gamet. The
the
composition,
measured composition is also s h o w for this sample and agrees closely with compukd
RAFT process can explain both the isotopic andtrace element enrichments inthe
demonstrating that the
sample. Compositions are normalized
to the chondrite composition given by Anders
& Ebiham (1982).

BUFFERING OF CVZ ISOTOPIC COMPOSITIONS BY THE RAFT PROCESS

The RAFT quations can readily predict the evolution of the isotopic and trace element composition
in a
and relative ratesof
magma, given reasonabie endmember compositions, bulk distribution coefficients
assimilation, fractional crystallization, etc. In the CVZ magmas the incompatible element concentrations
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increase exponentially due
to crystal fractionation. The isotopic compositionthe
ofliquid therefore mon
by the high concentrationof that element in the liquid. For liquids
becomes buffered against furlher change
(such as most CVZ magmas) erupted only after this concentration buffer was
in force, a narrow range of
a wide rangeof high incompatibledement concentrations are inevitable.
enriched isotopic compositions and
On a plot of i.mtopic ratiovs. element concentration thesamples will definean elongate field paraIlel
to the
concentrationmis. Broadly similar end member compositions, fractionating
minerals and physical nature of
the magmatic plumbing systems will cause liquids tobe buffered at about the same isotopic composition.
This is presumably why the isotopic compositions
of CVZ volcanoe~are so similar from centreto centre.
CONCLUSIONS
(1) Crustal contaminationof a depletcd arc b m l t can satisfactorily explain the isotopic and trace element
also occuning. There
enrichmentsobxwed in the CVZ if fractional crystallhtion and magma recharge were
is thus no needto invoke an enriched mantlesource for these magmas, although the existence
of such a
source Cannot be excluded.
(2) A restricted range of isotopic compositions
occurs together witha wide range ofenrichd trace element
concentrations becausecrystal fractionationcauses incompatible element abundances rise
to exponentially in
the liquid and this quicMy buffersthe isotopic composition of the liquid against further change.
(39 Some 85%of the total rnassof CVZ igneous rocks, including hidden cumulates, represenlsnew ( i.e.
mantle-derived) continentalcrust. Tlie catculations suggest that less than 10%of the magmatic systemis
visible at the surface. Together thissuggests that magmatism hasaused an increase in the crustal thiclwess
of about 5 k m under the CentralAndes.
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